Abstract-Fault detection capability tends to become an integral part of control system design procedures for practical engineering systems. It is thus desirable fault diagnosis/tolerance functions to also be included in the controller design. In this context, we develop a generic observer-based feedback controller where the observer-part can also generate a residual signal for fault detection purposes. The design objectives is a mixture of H∞ control and H∞ fault detection and isolation. This multi-objective optimization problem is then formulated using Bilinear Matrix Inequalities (BMI) and a sub-optimal solution is achieved via transformation to Linear Matrix Inequalities (LMI). The developed approach and algorithm are verified in study of an application to a railway suspension system of ride quality maintenance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modern control and monitoring systems involving a significant number of actuators and sensors prone to failure (in particular referring to the latter) are becoming rather complex and demanding in terms of maintenance. In a variety of practical engineering systems (aerospace, process, railway, and miscellanea electro-mechanical related systems) and for a given requirement, the practical engineering issue in the context of this paper is whether a particular level of fault diagnosis/tolerance can be integrated into the control design.
Observer-based fault detection (FD) schemes, one of the model-based fault detection related schemes, use dedicated state/output observer (or banks of such observers) to generate residual signals thus providing fault signatures will be encountered [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] . The observer effectively cancels the process dynamics and is sensitive only to disturbances and faults. The filter design objective is then to reduce the sensitivity to disturbances while maintaining a given level of sensitivity to faults. Moreover, in observer-based controllers the choice of the number, location and type of sensor information (subject to sufficient set of actuator inputs for the addressed application) might have a significant impact on the overall performance, the complexity and the cost of the system. Most of the previous observer-based FD fault detection that have appeared in the literature although rather different compared to the one proposed in this paper, i.e. in [5] , [6] an integrated approach was presented for fault tolerant control mainly via Youla parametrizations while addressed issues with uncertainty on the separation of the control and fault detection and raised a series of interesting issues.
In this paper we investigate a framework which incorporates both a feedback controller design and fault detection design into a generic dynamic observer. Hence, fault detectability and fault tolerance can be considered as well as closed-loop control performance in the initial stage of a control design. Multi-objective formulation via Matrix Inequalities (MI) can provide the optimal mixed H ∞ performance for control and simple passive fault tolerance, will be encountered and H ∞ performance for fault detection. The H ∞ performance is employed to cover a worst case control purpose and guarantee fault indication to be maximally insensitive to disturbances for a given minimum level of sensitivity to faults. Also, an equivalent performance index for optimisation is given to apply appropriate Linear MI algorithms.
The paper is organised as follows: Section II gives a performance formulation of the control problem with consideration of fault detectability via dynamic observers. Section III transforms the problem into a state space framework via BMI and subsequent LMI solutions via variable transformations. An illustrative example addressing ride quality of a railway suspension system is given in Section IV while concluding remarks are made and future research directions are indicated in Section V.
The notation we use is mostly standard and is summarized next for convenience.The set of real (complex) n × m matrices is denoted by R n×m (C n×m ). For A ∈ C n×m we use the notation A T and A ′ to denote the transpose and complex conjugate transpose, respectively. For A = A ′ ∈ C n×n , A ≥ 0 denotes that A is positive semidefinite (that is, all the eigenvalues of A are greater than or equal to zero). For A = A ′ ∈ C n×n ,λ(A) denotes the largest and λ(A) the smallest eigenvalue of A, respectively. For A ∈ C n×m ,σ(A) denotes the largest, and σ(A) the smallest, singular values of A, respectively. The n × n identity matrix is denoted as I n and the n × m null matrix is denoted as 0 n,m with the subscripts occasionally dropped if they can be inferred from context. 
T to be the para-Hermitian complex conjugate transpose of G(s).
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In our previous work the problem of output selection for fault tolerance with constraint disturbance rejection was addressed [7] , however in this paper we propose a closedloop framework integrating control and observer capabilities with the observer error dynamics utilized in the form of a residual generation for the purposes of fault detection, isolation and other post-fault configuration, as depicted in Figure 1 . Note that d(s) characterise any exogenous inputs entering the system, u(s) is the fixed set of control inputs, y(s) the measurements (their number is varying depending on the scenario) and the z(s) includes the regulated outputs (w.r.t. ∞-norm or 2-norm). Here, ∞-norm is considered as our control objectives.
Actuator faults and sensor faults can have channels to affect state dynamics and measured outputs directly, particularly in a feedback control system [8] , [9] . Here, consider a linear time invariant (LTI) dynamic system subject to disturbances, actuator and sensor faults modeled aṡ
where x(t) ∈ R np , u(t) ∈ R npu and y(t) ∈ R npy are the state, input and output vectors, respectively and w(t) ∈ R nw is the disturbance vector. The energy of the output signal z(t) ∈ R np1 is bounded for finite energy input signals by regulating the H ∞ norm of the system input-output gain (robustness metric). Here, B d ∈ R np×nw , D zd ∈ R np1×nw and D d ∈ R npy×nw are the corresponding disturbance distribution matrices, and B ∈ R np×npu , D z ∈ R np1×npu and D ∈ R npy×npu are the corresponding control distribution matrices, respectively. Similarly, B f and D f are known and well-defined fault channel distribution matrices with appropriate dimensions. Without loss of generality, we can assume D = 0 (which is a generic assumption in H ∞ control problem).
A. Generic Dynamic Observer
We propose a generic dynamic observer which incorporates the controller design and fault detection design into one single observer/filter, both in closed-loop.
The observer has a dynamic model aṡ
where r(t) ∈ R n f ×npy is the so-called residual signal representing the inconsistency between the system variables and the model.Â,B u ,B y ,Ĉ,D,Ĉ r ,D ru andD ry are constant observer gain matrices to be determined with appropriate dimensions. We emphasize the introduction of the residual in the structure of our observer-based controller.
By defining an augmented state x a (t) = x(t) x(t) , it can be easily shown that the dynamics of the closed-loop system are given byẋ
where
Applying Laplace transforms, we can re-arrange the system in the following form
Here, T zd is the transfer function from d to z , T rd is the transfer function from d to the residual r and T rf is the transfer function from f to the residual r, respectively.
B. Performance Index Including Residual
Our objective is then to explore the channels by which a certain level of system performance is maintained and faults have most effect on the residual signal to indicate potential faults. Then the observer-based controller can also be utilised for post-fault configuration and fault tolerance.
We can integrate the above multiple objectives of control, fault diagnosis and tolerance into a single performance index by redefining the error dynamics. We set e = r − f which results that
and
The problem is modified as following: find the observer/controller such that
is obtained, where T inf := T zd T zf T ed T ef has the state space realization as
III. MATRIX INEQUALITY FORMULATION
Optimizations problems in the area of robust control have been well studied via generalized LMI treatment [10] . However, in our case the multi-objective problem is more complex since designing the controller and fault detection filter is coupled which introduces nonlinear terms in the Matrix Inequality representation.
Let us develop the suboptimal solution of observer-based filter for control performance first. By virtue of the Bounded Real Lemma [11] , A cl is stable and T zd ∞ < γ 1 if and only if there exists a symmetric P with P > 0 and
where ⋆ denotes terms readily inferred from symmetry. However, the matrix inequality in (10) cannot be solved directly using convex optimization algorithms since nonlinear terms in the matrix inequalities will be encountered [10] . Boldface letters are used to indicate variables.
A. Solution to the Generic Dynamic Observer Problem
By virtue of the Bounded Real Lemma [11] , A inf is stable and T inf ∞ < γ if and only if there exists a symmetric P with P > 0 and
where ⋆ denotes terms readily inferred from symmetry.
The following result using the well-known technique change of variables inspired by [10] , provides a bilinear formulation of the optimization problem of (8), which is solvable analytically via the LMI toolbox. Again boldface letters are used to indicate variables.
Lemma 3.1: Let all variables be defined as above, then a stabilizing dynamic controller exists such that T inf ∞ < γ is achieved if there exists X, Y ,Ã,B y ,C,C r ,D andD ry such that (12) is true.
Then, the stabilizing dynamic controller is given bȳ
whereB u andD ru are arbitrary matrices with appropriate dimension, and square and nonsingular M and N should be chosen such that M N T = I − XY. Proof We decompose the Lyapunov Matrix P in (11) as the following
where X, Y,X,Ŷ ∈ R n×n are symmetric and nonsingular. Let
X I I Y > 0.
from P * P −1 = I, we immediately have P Q =Q and the following results:
Then we can definē
If M and N are invertible, the variableĀ,B y ,Ĉ,C r can be replaced by the new variablesÃ,B y ,C,C r without loss of generality. The constraint P > 0, can be expressed as an LMI as follows:
Also define T = diag(Q, I), then (11) is true if and only if T T T mi T < 0, which results in (12) readily.
B. Exploitation of Redundant Controller GainsB u andD ru
The following Lemma 3.2 shows that the controller gain B u is redundant in the design procedure and can be removed from the GDC without loss of generality, where the choice ofB u will not affect optimality.
Lemma 3.2:
Let all variables be defined as above and if a stabilizing dynamic controller such that T inf ∞ < γ is achieved via Lemma 3.1, then this controller with an arbitrary selection ofB u realises an identical controller for Problem 8.
Proof It is easy to see that
from our definitions in Lemma 3.1, whereB y andĀ comes directly from the numerical solutions of (12) . It can also be seen from (12) thatB u does not even appear in the LMI iteration. Therefore, the closed-loop and controller dynamics are not affected by the choice ofB u .
Similarly, forD ru . Referring to the above, we conclude thatB u andD ru can be arbitrarily chosen without affecting the optimality achieved in the LMI solution.
IV. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
In this section a rather practical example is utilised to illustrate the applicability of the proposed approach of combined control, fault tolerance and fault diagnosis in dynamics systems. The problem addressed is ride quality maintenace of high speed railway vehicles. The mathematical model of system is based on the side-view of a railway vehicle as illustrated in Figure 2 , considering both the bounce and pitch motions of the vehicle body and only the bounce motion of the bogie masses. The suspensions, which include the primary suspensions and secondary suspensions, are represented by dampers and springs in parallel. In fact, the primary suspension is mainly for providing guidance of the vehicle and the secondary suspension is aimed to improve the ride quality of the vehicle. Active control is provided by actuators placed across the front and rear secondary suspensions. The control objective is to achieve good ride quality while maintaining adequate suspension clearance, i.e. minimizing the acceleration of the vehicle body experienced by passengers without causing large suspension deflections. The dynamics of the model is given by [12] We consider only the rigid motion of the railway vehicle body, where the set of states selected in the state space model are translational velocities of the three masses, the rotational velocity of the vehicle body, and deflections across the various springs, i.e.
The suspension control inputs (active forces provided by actuator systems between the bogies and the body) and track disturbance inputs are given by
The corresponding state space system matrices are provided as follows. Since the control objective is to maintain ride quality via minimizing the acceleration of the vehicle body, the regulated outputs are chosen to characterise bounce accelerations of the vehicle body, i.e.,Z 3c ,Z 3l ,Z 3r . The following sensor information is available: 1) bounce acceleration sensor at left to measureZ 3l 2) bounce acceleration sensor at right to measureZ 3r 3) deflection sensor to measure Z l = Z 3l − Z 1l 4) deflection sensor to measure Z r = Z 3r − Z 1r While, the output equation with full measurements is given by Note that D = 0, however this can be modified in order to apply our algorithm directly via loopshifting [13] . We choose all distribution matrices for regulated signals from the output equation. In the remaining of this paper, case studies are carried out based on the selection of above measurements and potential source of sensor faults. It is worth noting that we illustrate the proposed framework with emphasizing strictly the best ride quality control strategy (for the latter please refer to [12] and references within).
With full measurements, we consider two faults occurring in the left and right deflection sensors with distribution matrices given by Note that this is no strict condition and other fault scenaria can be freely chosen. In addition, the control design objective is chosen as to ensure a worst case control performance with passive fault tolerance and fault diagnosis via a generic H ∞ dynamic controller, with the presence of faults. Lemma 3.1 gives a generic H ∞ dynamic controller and an optimal γ 0 = 0.2155.
A time-domain simulation result is also given to verify that the controller design does not significantly lose acceptable control performance when faults occur while maintaining appropriate disturbance attenuation. Figure 3 shows the time response with the full set subject to left deflection sensor fault f 3 and right deflection sensor fault f 4 , where f 3 is simulated by an abrupt jump from the 2nd second and f 4 is a negative unit step from the 6th second. Moreover, both track disturbances (i.e. the original and delayed versions) are Gaussian noises with mean zero and variance is 2π 2 Ar × v (one-sided) for a speed of v = 55(m/s) and a typical good quality track with track roughness Ar = 2.5e − 7(m). Meanwhile, the residual signal from this generic dynamic controller can perfectly indicate occurring faults, as shown in Figure 4 . 
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We discussed on a new setup to the control design with consideration of control performance, fault tolerance and fault diagnosis. The performance index for decision making investigated combines both an H ∞ controller design and an H ∞ fault detection filter design. A practical illustrative example is then utilised to test the efficacy of the proposed algorithm under this performance index, with the controller selected by LMI solutions. While the proposed algorithm takes account of disturbances, and hence has robustness properties against additive plant uncertainties, it does not explicitly consider the issue of robustness against uncertainty. Current work investigates integrated design of the controller and filter via matrix inequalities under uncertainty conditions.
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